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synthesis, stereoisomeric analysis, and diastereoisomeric analysis of molecules are investigated with
a series of aziridine compounds. the stereoisomeric analysis of the aziridine compounds is carried
out by using the stereoisomeric analysis in terms of the c/a-descriptors and that in terms of the rs-

stereoisomeric group. the diastereoisomeric analysis is performed by using the stereoisomeric
analysis in terms of the c/a-descriptors and that in terms of the rs-stereoisomeric group. m. a. blain

and s. j. schatz, stereochemistry (wiley, 1978), isbn 0-471-05193-7. there are several excellent
references on stereochemistry and chirality: j. k. campbell, stereochemistry (wiley, 1980), isbn

0-471-04237-0. i like this book because it is a good mixture of theoretical and practical information.
it covers several topics and contains examples for each topic, which makes it easier to learn. i am

not sure that the best reference is still in print, but it might be worth looking for a reprint. for now, i
recommend modern organic stereochemistry (saunders, 1996), isbn 0-8155-0679-6, and chirality in
stereochemistry (wiley-vch, 2010), isbn 978-0-470-00917-9. organic chemistry is typically a book (or

perhaps a lab manual) that is considered by chemists and organic chemists. this book is typical in
that it is not a standard text that is written for people who do not know what organic chemistry is,
but there is a fair bit of chemistry that is included. other than that, organic chemistry is a complete
reference for those who know what organic chemistry is. the authors have included very good and
extensive tables, diagrams, figures and references which have a great deal of help and are very

concise.
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eliel' had a big influence on the development of chirality in the field of organometallic chemistry (d.
this type of stereoselectivity has been the subject of several dozen different reports in the literature

and is often a stumbling block to more refined stereocontrolled reactions (see below). several reports
are related to the influence of ligand and metal combination on the stereoselectivity of the product.
the first paper on the subject of direct asymmetric synthesis was published by the same team (s. the
stereochemistry of these reactions has become a subject of recent interest to organic and inorganic

chemists. r. unlike the present work, however, these only examine the results of a single set of
experiments. this is a significant limitation, however, because even this particular set of experiments
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are only a small subset of all the syntheses that have been reported. in 1966, eliel moved to
southern california and soon started his own lab at the university of california, los angeles. he and
his group, which has consistently included at least one author from the university of california, los
angeles, have been very successful in producing useful synthetic procedures and in anticipating

many noteworthy chemical reactions. eliel enjoyed a good working relationship with professor alan g.
macdiarmid of the university of california, los angeles, who shared his thesis advisor, professor

sanford t. jessee. eliel and macdiarmid also collaborated on de novo synthesis and total syntheses
and the stereochemistry of various natural products. eliel also had an interest in the chemical
synthesis of organic molecules. he was one of the first scientists to synthesize vitamin c in the

laboratory, a feat that earned him the welch award in 1968. he was the first scientist to apply the
chiral pool concept to the stereoselective synthesis of complex organic molecules. 5ec8ef588b
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